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groundplan

Notes:

-the theatre is broken into two spaces;
the exhibition space, where audience
enters in from, and the playing space,
where the majority of the text will be
performed.
-the rectangular outlines are part of
a paint treatment done on the floor of
the theatre, to be restored at the end
of the run.
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crosswalk research

2' alotted for sound's speakers

**current seat count is:
82 with all handicap seats filled
84 if no handicap seats are needed

gallery overhead

black quick change booth put up to block path

black quick change booth to block path
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faux i-beam
-made to match the architectural details in

the space
-paint treatment will mask wood texture

scale: 0'-6"= 1'-0"
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4" luaun

made of same hard plastic
as used in the "real" strip

section facing SL
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hanging points to be
 discussed with td

black stock border

pipe

i-beam researchmemorial petal research

handwritten names
attached with straight pins

petals to be sewn into curtain

stock table pulled
with candles on top

2'

2' alotted for space for sound's speaker

table pulled from stock

9" alotted for lx

framed photos of 8 individuals
to be honored for each

 performance

0'-1"0'-1 38"

made with specialty 1" ping pong balls

faced with masonite, not ply, so there is no grain

masking curtain inside the space

run caulk through corners to simulate welding


